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Picture molas depict objects the Kunas see around them: birds, fish,
animals, washboards, water jugs, people dancing or beating out rice.
However, they will copy anything they see in magazines, books or advertisements. They also use molas to commemorate special events such
as the moon landing, political parties and the revolution.

The Mola Collection of Jane Gruver
1964 to ________
• What is a mola?
Molas are handstitched art of the Kuna Indians.

Story molas depict Kuna customs, such as death, burial, and ceremonies featuring witch doctors and Kuna mythology, such as the dragon
swallowing the moon to cause an eclipse. This class of designs also includes symbolic molas, which depict the fetus in the womb.

No two molas are exactly alike. Each is a unique expression of the artist. They are cherished for bright contrasting colors, their thousands of
tiny, exquisite stitches and for the fact they chronicle the life of the Kunas. To own a mola is to own a piece of the San Blas Islands.

They are panels of decorated material made in pairs for the front and
back of Kuna women’s blouses. Made from several layers of cotton
cloth, the design is created by cutting down to the desired color and
then stitching around the shape using “reverse appliqué.” Details are
added by appliqué and by embroidery.

The Kunas use a wide range of bright colors in their molas, but the
background colors are usually red, black and sometimes orange.

Some of the characteristics that mark them as true Kuna art are the unexpected color combinations and extreme color contrasts.

Early molas featured geometric designs, and these two or three-color
geometric forms remain the most popular design among the Kuna
themselves.
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•

How to Identify a Good Mola

Craftsmanship
• All areas should be covered
by the design and the
sewing–stitch work–done well.
Look for uniformity in size and
shape of the background slits,
triangles or circles. Check the
edges to see if the points are
turned under correctly.

Picture Molas depict what the Kuna
people see around them. Birds and
marine life are popular subjects.

Eye Appeal
• A good mola will have all the
qualities of good composition:
balance, center of attention and
repetition of color and line. A
mola always has bright contrasting colors. Traditional background colors (top layer) are
red, black and sometimes
orange.

Story Molas reveal Kuna mythology.
Fascinating legends unfold on these
molas like a dragon eating the
moon, or a witch doctor chanting.
Story molas may also depict important events such as a smoke ceremony, marriage or funeral.

•
Subject
• Geometric Molas burst with
bold bright colors. These intricate molas are traditionally inspired by shapes and patterns
that are known to the Kuna people like the pattern of a basket.

Kuna Indians

The Kuna Indians inhabit the San Blas Islands, an archipelago of some
360 tiny coral islands off the Atlantic coast of Panama. Today the Kuna
homeland is called Kuna Yala, the Land of the Kunas. The islands have
no natural water supply so only the 70 islands near the mainland river
are inhabited. Ailigandi, the central island, is eight acres and has a
population of 2,000.
Columbus discovered the San Blas Islands, and the Spanish who followed enslaved and starved the Kunas, decimating them. In response
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to this invasion, the Kuna moved onto the islands and closed their borders to all outsiders, preserving their culture.
They are the smallest people in the world next to the pygmies.
Traditionally the men fish and tend jungle gardens. But the area has
been over-fished and can no longer support the population. Their
“money crops” are coconuts and molas.
The woman’s traditional costume is a wrap-around skirt, mola blouse
and head scarf in hot saturated colors, and most importantly, a heavy
gold nose ring. The blouse consists of a yoke, puffed sleeves and two
decorated panels front and back. These panels, known’s as molas, are
in great demand by tourists and may be seen in museums and in interior decorating.

•

History of the Mola

Columbus discovered the San Blas Islands and the Kuna on his fourth
trip, but no mention is made of their costumes. Because anthropologists have never found remnants of cloth or tools for sewing in early
graves, they believe mola designs began as body painting. When the
Spanish arrived, they introduced clothing and the designs were transferred to fabrics. The earliest drawings show a Kuna woman wearing a
short dress like a shift, with geometric mola designs around the hem.
Over the years, the dress evolved into our modern blouse, consisting of
two mola panels (front and back) a yoke with puffed sleeves and a ruffle at the bottom.

When I started collecting in 1967, the yoke and ruffle were of different,
contrasting prints and the blouse was loose fitting. Today (2008) the
yoke and ruffle are usually of a solid color, which picks up a color in the
mola design, and the blouse is more form-fitting. The dark blue wraparound skirt that is worn with the blouse has also gotten shorter, as has
the nose ring. The older gold nose rings worn through the septum were
heavy and reached over the top lip. Over the years they have grown
smaller and smaller and now are only a tiny gold line under the nose.
The older women find this shocking.

Early geometric molas were two colors using two layers of fabrics. The
number of possible layers has grown to four, the largest number of layers which can be handled. A modern innovation is the practice of inserting small patches of different colors of fabric under the top layer, giving the artists the ability to use many colors, not just two, three or four.
Tiny pieces of appliqué added to the top layer is also a modern innovation, as is the use of embroidery.

The latest innovation are mola forms designed specifically for tourists,
such as T-Shirts, Chirstmas stockings, oven mitts, eye glass cases, and
the very popular molitas: small 6 x 7 inch mola patches used in quilting
or on clothing. The quality of “mola work” is not as good as the work
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done for traditional blouses, but I have no objection to them as they
are sold as tourist items, not as mola art.

The earliest molas were all geometrics and they are still very popular
among the Kunas. In early mola art, bird or fish designs were simply
repeated four to six times to create a design. These evolved into picture
molas, which gave us a visual story of the world in which the Kuna live,
their activities, their beliefs and their mythology.

•

The Mola Lady Business

In 1961 my husband, Daniel, and I moved to the Canal Zone, Panama
in order for him to take his medical internship at Gorgas Hospital. He
then stayed on to take three-year general surgery residency. During
those four years, he would make medical missionary trips to all of the
three major Indian tribes–Guaymi, Choco, and Kuna–whenever he had
a long weekend.

In 1965, when he had completed his residency, he was invited by our
church to establish a clinic/hospital on the San Blas Islands where the
Kunas lived. There were at that time no medical facilities on any of the
45 islands. The hospital was to be situated on Ailigandi, the middle island of the chain. This island had a school and a church.

Daniel eventually built an eight-bed hospital, and was the only doctor
for the 35,000 Kuas during ten of the fifteen years we spent in San
Blas.
So began my introduction to the Kunas, their costumes and their
art of mola making. During the early years Daniel lived on Ailigandi
and flew his airplane home on weekends, about an hour’s flight. I continued to teach high school and lived in the Canal Zone caring for our
children. We had two children by birth before we came to Panama, and
we soon adopted our Guaymi daughter. Over the fifteen years in San
Blas, we adopted four Kuna children. I spent most summers, vacations,
Christmas, etc. on the island, so I was surrounded with the culture and
the costumes and learned to appreciate their beauty. The last five years
of our stay in Panama, the children and I lived full time in Ailigandi.
In 1965 Daniel brought me a stack of molas that women had given him
for delivering their babies. “Can you turn these into cash for the hospital?” So I went from house to house around my neighborhood and sold
all of the molas. Soon my neighbors were knocking on my door wanting more molas and so my mola business was born. The best mola artist on our island was also the secretary of our hospital, and I made an
agreement with her to buy the molas for me. When Daniel flew home,
he would bring a sack of mola blouses. From the first I bought used
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blouses because the molas they make for their own clothing are far better than the new “tourist” molas. The Americans in the Canal Zone
were very interested in molas in contrast to the Panamanians who generally ignored them. Word spread (I never advertised) and in a few
years, I was selling an average of 80 molas per month. We lived in one
of the older wooden houses with a screened-in front porch, I kept the
molas in a chest on the porch, and if I was not at home, my customers
would simply go though the stock, pick out the one they wanted, often
cutting one mola from a blouse with the scissors I left out. They would
leave me a check and a note.
In the early days I did not cut the mola from the blouse unless
someone wanted only one and I did not wash them. It was such a simple process, but a lot of molas were sold, the hospital was richer, and
my fame as a source of molas spread. Tourists traveling through Central America would be told “When you get to Panama, go see the Mola
Lady – just ask anyone in the Zone.” Once a couple of “hippies” who
were motorcycling from the US to South America came to me. They
wanted a mola but had no money. I let them have one and just as they
promised, a year later I got a check from the U.S.
I got the name “Mola Lady” from the families of my customers. When I
phoned anyone for any reason, the kids or the husband would answer
the phone and call out, “Hey, Mom, it’s the mola lady,” and the name
stuck.
Daniel kept an old, white van at the airport and when my customers
saw it driving into the Zone early in the morning, they knew a new supply of molas had arrived. Often I would find two or three ladies at my
door, still dressed in robes and slippers, trying to be the first ones to
see the new molas.
One lady asked me to find seven ugly molas for her. “Why ugly?” She
explained that her husband worked for the governor’s office, and they
often had visiting government officials stay at their home. “I want to
give each one a mola, but if it is a nice mola, I wouldn’t be able to give
it away.”
One of my Jewish friends wanted a mola with a six-pointed star. Finally she found one and was ecstatic: she had a six-pointed Jewish
star! But I told her “Look at the round figures on the star, look at the
dragon at each corner, it is a “Chinese Checkers” board.” “I don’t care,”

she insisted. “Nobody will ever know.” So my “Chinese Checkers” mola
hangs in a place of honor in her living room.
I was selling molas and the walls of my home were covered with
framed molas, but I did not start collecting until the incident of the
Laughing Leaves. I would give molas as a thank you to volunteers who
came to work at the hospital, or to people who donated funds and one
of my favorite molas to give was the Laughing Leaves. Then one day I
could not find any. I began to realize that molas were made for clothing
and, like our clothing, the designs went in and out of style. Some designs were classics and would always be in style, while others, like the
Laughing Leaves, disappear. So I decided I had better start buying
popular designs while I could, and my collection began.
We left Panama in 1981 because the new dictator, Noriega, refused to allow any American doctor to practice in Panama. From Panama, we moved to North Dakota. After Noriega was put in prison, we
began to make yearly, and sometimes twice yearly, trips to San Blas
Islands, with Daniel doing plastic surgery on facial birth defects and
cancers, and me checking on the Baby Feeding Center and our Scholarship students and buying molas.
I would fly to Panama City, spend the night in a hotel, and at
5:00 a.m. board a tiny six or eight-seat plane and fly to Ailigandi. I
would then take a cayuco or dug-out canoe to visit as many other islands as possible. As soon as I landed, the ladies started to gather with
their mola blouses. On one island, they would pin them to a clothesline
to show. On other islands I’d sit on a veranda by the ocean, and the ladies sat around a long table and showed their blouses. They came with
large bags of blouses: their own, their families’, and their friends’. It is
very difficult sometimes to pin down who made which mola. Sometimes I would see a woman wearing a blouse I liked, and I’d buy it right
off her back!
When we incorporated the San Blas Medical Mission as a non-profit in
North Dakota, we were told we could not sell anything, so our lawyer
set up the Mola Lady as a separate business. I just donate all the profits
to our scholarship fund.
As a business, the process is not so simple. While still on the island I
carefully cut the molas panels from their blouse with my husband’s scalpels and clean away all the loose threads. Back at home, I soak them in
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a mild solution of water, lime juice and salt, then wash them in a mild
soap. This not only cleans them, but also brightens the colors and takes
away the wood smoke odors. I now sell most molas by mail orders,
which means I have to send out market letters. I sell fewer molas, and
the prices are much higher.
Through the years I have gone over my collection, culling out ones I
could live without, and trying to add those that are most typical of the
art. I consider the 1980s and 1990s to be the golden years of mola art,
and we are now in the declining period. Many of our young Kuna ladies
are going to school in Panama City and even working there. They no
longer wear mola blouses or nose rings as everyday wear. Traditional
costume is only worn now at church or special events. Fewer and fewer
of them are learning to sew molas. By the year 2000 we had seen the
rise of the “non-mola”. These are made mostly of appliqué and embroidery, but with very little mola work or reverse appliqué. From the Kunas’ viewpoint, this type can be produced quickly and will sell to tourists, who do no know good mola work. The women get the same price
for these. So why not? Each year I return to find it harder and harder to
locate good molas. I do not believe the art of mola making will die out,
but like the Navaho rug, they will be produced by a few special artists
and become very expensive.
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MOLAS

Map of Panama
HM 3149

Gold Frogs
This motif draws on Precolumbian design traditions in which doubleheaded frogs were cast in gold, made in clay, and painted on pottery vessels.
Frogs were associated with fertility and were considered to be sacred. Today the
Golden Frog (Atelopus zeteki) has become a national symbol of Panama.
HM 3122

Evil Spirit
Ailigandi
The bird depicted over the boat is an evil spirit, causing bad luck to the boat.
HM 3126

Crab
Manitupu
The Kuna commonly depict the ocean life of the San Blas Islands. This
mola features a crab.
HM 3129

Evil Spirit
Ailigandi
This three headed being represents an evil spirit.
HM 3131

Dancing bird and animal
This mola includes no embroidery–a more modern addition to m0las–and only limited use of serrated or rick-rack style work.
HM 3107

Two birds in a thistle bush
Molas share the Kuna world with others. They commonly depict bird and
plant species indigenous to Panama and the San Blas Islands.
HM 7002

Nele or Shaman
Nele use their supernatural powers to diagnose illness. Other practitioners specialize in gathering and preparing medicines and in performing chants. All three
work in consort to cure the patient in ceremonies that may last hours or run over an
8-day period.
HM 7003

Two widar or peccary
The Kuna keep peccary, which provide the community with the bulk of the
meat that is consumed.
HM 7001

Smoke pot
Pots with cocoa and hot peppers are left to smolder to keep evil spirits away.
HM 6999

Lion hunting a bird
In addition to creating designs based on their environment, Kuna mola makers
often copy illustrations from books, magazines, and other printed media. This mola
draws its inspiration from a book illustration.
HM6998

Water pots with bird designs
Until recently there was no source of fresh water on the San Blas Islands and each day women took
dugout canoes to the mainland to obtain fresh water for their homes. Today, aqueducts supply water to
the major islands.
HM 6997

Rattles
Kuna musical instruments include wind instruments, such as shell trumpets,
flutes and panpipes, and a variety of rattle forms made from gourds.
HM 6996

Jaguar hunting a man
This blouse also had a panel with a man hunting a jaguar or kumar.
HM 6994

Flag Mola
This mola copies a flag made to celebrate the birthday of a great Kuna chief, Cowman.
HM 6993

Bird heads

HM 6991

Chicha making
Ailigandi
Chicha is made from fermented corn and sugar cane juice. This mola
shows the evolution of mola work from the more difficult reverse appliqué technique to easier appliqué work. This style is made for the tourist trade and the
panel was not intended to be used in a blouse.
HM 3175

Ailigandi
This mola represents a transitional style between the earlier geometric motifs
and pictorial forms.
HM 3173

Mermaid
Mulatupu
As in Western mythology, the mermaid lures sailors to the depths. In this case, the
mermaid is pulling sailors from their dug out cayucos to drown them.
HM 3172

Medicine Man or Nele
Mamitupu
The Nele is shown with his symbols of status and authority, including his authority stick. He is surrounded by four pots of cocoa and hot
peppers to ward off evil spirits.
HM 3171

Funeral
Ailigandi
This mola records the details of a Kuna funeral. The corpse is carried in a
hammock, accompanied by personal possessions and food for an offering. His
dress, which includes a tie and bowler, suggests that this is a chief or sub-chief.
The woman on the left is carrying a pot of burning cocoa and peppers to keep
away the evil spirits. The woman on the right is carrying a lamp with a wick
that will be kept burning for several days at the gravesite to keep wild animals
from digging up the grave.
HM 3170

Ocean Spirit
Ailigandi
The Ocean Spirit uses his breath to blow up a storm. The strength of the spirit’s
power is indicated by the two fish that he has blown out of the water.
HM 3169

Man drinking chicha
This mola depicts an authority figure carrying two chicha pots. Chicha is commonly consumed at ceremonies, which are held once or twice per year. Although the figure appears to be unsteady on his feet, over consumption of alcohol is not common.
HM 3168

Dancers
The Kuna have a distinct dance repertoire and perform their dances as part of
dance societies and at inter-island dance festivals.
HM 3150

Panpipe and rattle

HM 3144

Crabs in a leaf design
This design goes back about 50 years.
HM 3142

Cut fruit
HM 3138

Fish inside fish
HM 3136

Bow and arrows
Ailigandi
It is rare to have the name of the mola maker, but this mola was made
by Desiunara Boyd.
HM 3134

Female dancers
HM 3133

Womb
The moon-like figures on the mola’s side are ovaries. The Kuna never depict a
baby in the womb, but an animal, flower or bird instead. The Kuna word for midwife
roughly translate to “she who catches the bird.”
HM 3118

Geometric
This mola draws on earlier design traditions and may represent a spirit
journey.
HM 3112

Four birds
This is an early transitional design.
HM 3111

Medusa and Pegasus
This design is based on a book illustration of an image from classical mythology. Oddly enough, Greek names are not uncommon among
the Kuna.
HM 3109

Two double-headed evil spirits
HM 3104

Hammock battens
A traditional sleeping house holds from five to fifteen people, providing for
family and visitors. People sleep in hammocks, which are stored in the rafters
during the day and pulled down at night for use. Hammocks are woven from cotton twine on an upright loom, using a wooden batten or shuttle to move the
twine through the warp threads.
HM 3102

Water pots
This design is common and extends throughout the San Blas Islands.
HM 3103

Butterflies on Flowers
In 1992, Jane found this design everywhere and acquired a number of
mola panels for her collection. In 1993, she also saw a few blouses with this
design, but by the next year, the fad had passed.
HM3108

